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Organize your to-do lists and properly manage your tasks. Get your tasks done with MetroTasks, easily create new
tasks, manage your to-do lists, create notes for completed tasks and create a daily schedule. Microsoft Office is the
most powerful productivity tools suite to create, manage, and share content. Windows 10 users should add the Office
apps to their device to save time and increase productivity. Microsoft Office apps for Windows 10 Microsoft is well
known for its power in office software and its portable version. The latest version of Microsoft Office for Windows 10
includes all of the essential tools you need to create, manage and share important documents and get work done with
ease. Documents Microsoft Word With Microsoft Word and other Microsoft Office apps for Windows 10, you'll have
the most powerful word processing experience ever. Control and collaborate on documents with formatting, templates,
tables, and information in new ways. Microsoft Excel Take your work to the next level with Microsoft Excel. You can
create and share calculations, pivot tables, charts and graphs, so you can easily analyze and present data in fresh ways.
Microsoft PowerPoint Use the latest Microsoft PowerPoint for Windows 10 to create compelling presentations.
Featuring animation and video integration, PowerPoint for Windows 10 is more powerful than ever before. Edit
pictures and clips and share amazing presentations to a wide audience. Microsoft OneNote Use the latest Microsoft
OneNote for Windows 10 to create, edit and share notes, sketches, and diagrams in a complete digital notebook. You
can collaborate on paper, tablet and even mobile devices. Microsoft Project Featuring a simple interface, Microsoft
Project for Windows 10 can help you prioritize tasks and manage projects. You can plan and track milestones and
deadlines, so you can get work done and meet business and personal commitments. Microsoft Translator Use Microsoft
Translator to translate and understand text and audio files from a variety of languages. Whether you're chatting with a
friend or translating documents, your words will come across clearly and accurately. Microsoft Outlook With Microsoft
Outlook for Windows 10, you can organize your email, calendar and contacts on your PC, tablet or phone. Quickly add
email, contacts, tasks and more and stay organized with smart tags, read-receipts and attachment previews. Microsoft
Office for Windows 10 - New experience Microsoft Office brings together your favorite apps and makes them work
together. Get all of your apps at your fingertips. Create, collaborate and communicate across your devices and Windows
10 PCs. - New apps 09e8f5149f
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No.1 client in India to get price quotes for the best and great quality products in India. I have been using's native app
many times in my life. But it does not support user defined lists and tasks. And it shows those apps are not developed
properly. So I decided to write my own app, which will support user defined lists and tasks and other such issues.So this
is a new version in updates. From past few months, I am working on this project. So here it is. Just enjoy it.'s native
app: Some of the Features of metro task: # Add tasks directly to a list # Create a New list from the app by selecting a
name for the list and the day # Add tasks directly to a list by selecting a list and the task # Create a new note and tag a
list # Edit the list name if you want to change the name of the list # # Drag and drop tasks to a list # Drag and drop
tasks to a list # If you want to delete or edit tasks, please use the edit menu # Also you can add or subtract tasks from
the list # Add multiple notes at a time # Add multiple images and text # Add checkbox for each item # Add a title for
each item # Drag and drop images to the note # Add animation # Add progress bar # Add hyperlinks # Add notes to the
title of a task # Add placeholders in a note # Add file types # Add time separator # Add bullets (bullets) # Add
superscripts (superscripts) # Add subscripts (subscripts) # Add links # Add images or files in the note # Add colors for
each item # Add headers/subheaders for items in the note # Add audio # Add links or other type of media # Add
hashtags # Add dictionary item # Add a note to list # Add special characters for notes and tasks # Add more notes at a
time # Make photos and files available offline # Create a new list from anywhere # Create a new note with a list #
Create a new list from the app by selecting a name for the list and the day # Create a new note and tag

What's New In?

✔ Gather your thoughts, tasks and notes into lists that you can refer to or drag out of this week's activities ✔ Use
MetroTasks to view lists of activities and work items in any context, either online or offline ✔ Preserves the structure
of your notes, tasks, bookmarks and to-do lists ✔ Enhance your Notebook with screen capture tools (eg. OneNote,
Evernote, Google Docs) ✔ Sync your to-do lists, bookmarks, notes and tasks with Outlook, Evernote and Google ✔
Manage your tasks with advanced date and priority setting ✔ Search for your lists and tasks in any context ✔ Save time
with shortcuts to view tasks, Outlook reminders and other tasks ✔ Easily add a task by filling out a simple note or
creating a task ✔ Download lists as PDF or HTML ✔ Keep notes and tasks in sync across your devices ✔ Work offline
with your own tasks and notes ✔ Receive push notifications and email for new tasks and reminders ✔ Choose from
different themes ✔ Setup automatic reminders for tasks ✔ Delete unwanted notes and tasks ✔ Share tasks and
activities with other users ✔ Experience the power of Tasks & Notes™ ✔ Banish back to the stone age of times with
automatic reminder emails ✔ Securely access your list and notes anywhere ✔ Sync your tasks, lists and notes across
multiple devices ✔ Choose a list name to get easy access to your notes, tasks and reminders ✔ Organize tasks with tags
for personalization ✔ Schedule automated tasks ✔ Collaborate with multiple users, including co-authors ✔ Enable
workflow tasks ✔ Extend the Tasks functionality to your Outlook inbox ✔ Add a task to Outlook from e.g. Chrome,
Firefox, Microsoft Edge, Maps, Skype, Twitter or Facebook ✔ Sync tasks and notes in other apps on your device (even
from the Microsoft Store) ✔ Synchronize across the web with Tasks & Notes for Microsoft 365 ✔ Capture your screen
with Windows Snipping Tool ✔ Open your tasks in a web browser directly from the emails ✔ Shortcuts to Exchange
tasks and reminders ✔ Keep track of your progress using Windows Tasks on any device ✔ Save time with shortcuts to
the Tasks and Notes tasks app ✔ Subscribe to the Tasks &
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP or newer Processor: Pentium III 700 MHz or faster Memory: 512 MB RAM Graphics:
128 MB NVIDIA GeForce 6 or AMD Radeon HD2000 or newer DirectX: DirectX 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet
connection (recommended) Hard Drive: 1 GB available space Sound Card: Compatible with Windows 7 Audio device
Additional Notes: Once you have installed the software you will need to download our new Texture & Tile Analysis
Software, which is a FREE download
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